LABUAN: Deputy vice-chancellor (Research and Innovation) of Universiti Malaysia Sabah (UMS) Prof Dr Shahril Yusof held a dialogue session with UMS Labuan International Campus (UMS-KAL) students on September 20.

In the dialogue, Dr Shahril said UMS was always giving attention to problems faced by the students, especially their convenience and facilities at the campus.

He said all complaints by the students were being channelled to UMS-KAL officials and staff, and these would also be known by the higher UMS-KAL management, including UMS-KAL director, Assoc Prof Dr Ismail Ali.

"Your complaints, including your student residence, cafeteria, sports facility, lecture rooms, mosque and safety are immediately attended to by the campus management."

"UMS management will always care for your welfare and difficulties here in UMS-KAL," he said.

Dr Shahril advised the students to lodge any complaints to the officials and relevant departments through proper procedures, including using the 'e-aduan' at UMS-KAL student portal.

Some 2,000 students, including the 800 fresh students are pursuing their degrees at UMS-KAL.